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Midnight in paris adriana painting

When Woody Allen takes us with crisis writer Gil on an irresistible journey back in time into the long midnight of Paris, we come across different personalities from a beautiful 1920s Paris. But not everyone is familiar with some of these historical characters. For this reason, we prepared this special with a brief description of each of them to further immerse you
in the universe proposed by Allen. In the end, it will probably be tempting to review the film. References already begin on the poster of the film, a tribute to the work The Starry Night (1889) by the painter Vincent van Gogh. Remember here: Scott Fitzgerald is one of the greatest exponents of the so-called lost generation of American literature, and is
considered one of the best writers in the country of all time. Among his works are important film adaptations, such as The Curious Case of Benjamin Button (2008) and The Great Gatsby (2013). His wife, writer Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald, is the author of This Waltz is Mine, written while in a psychiatric clinic in Maryland. Woody Allen's feature film stars Tom
Hiddleston, known for his role as Loki in the Thor and Avengers franchises, and Scott Pilgrim Against the World's Canadian Alison Pill (2010) and Express of Tomorrow (2013). Painting, sculpture, scenography, among dozens of other skills make the Spaniard Pablo Picasso one of the most remembered names when it comes to art. Among his most important
canvases are the famous Guernica (1937) and Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907). In 1955, director Henry-Georges Cluzot made a documentary called Picasso's Mystery, recording it in action. In Woody Allen's plot, the honor of playing the painter was the Argentine marciale Di Fonzo Bo, by Polissia (2001). The famous feminist writer, poet and activist had
the most suffocating circle of friends in the art world, including Pablo Picasso, who painted it in 1905-6. The image also appears in the film. Among his main works is The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (1933) narrated by Alice, Gertrude's companion, who speaks of himself in the third person for the composition of the work, weaving an external criticism and
without false modesty. In the Parisian novel, Kathy Bates, who starred in Louca Obsession (1990), Fried Green Tomatoes (1991) and Titanic (1997), takes on the role. World famous in the art universe, talking about Dalí is always a pleasure. The Catalan painter is one of the pillars of surrealism and has his signature in the well-known The Persistence of
Memory. Dali also had a significant film appearance, with the screenplays of An Andalusian Dog (1929), The Golden Age (1930) and the posthumous animation Destiny (2003), of co-directing Impressions of Upper Mongolia (1976), together with José Montes-Baquer. His emblematic mustache, in admiration of the painter Diego Velásquez, came in the late
1920s. A Midnight in Paris, which brings the painter to life is Adrien Brody, of The Pianist (2002) and Grand Budapest Hotel (2014). One of the most important directors in history, the Naturalized Mexican from Spain, could not fail to give faces in the film. Buñuel has in his career worked with Salvador Dalí, such as An Andalusian Dog (1929), as well as
directing important works such as The Exterminator Angel (1962) and O Discreto Charme da Bourgeoisie (1972). The French Adrien De Van, by Vou Casa (2001) and Encontro Com or Passado (2009), is what gives life to Buñuel in front of the cameras. The American photographer and painter was one of the great managers of bringing different artistic
innovations into photography. The Violon d'Ingres and Object to Be Destroyed bear their mark, and are strongly known in the art world. In the film, Ray is portrayed by Tom Cordier, 8th Wonderland (2008) and Passions United (2015). The American writer who won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954 has among his most appreciated works For those who
ring the bell (1940) and The Old Man and the Sea (1952), with which he won a Pulitzer Prize. The two works don't take long to get their version for the big screen, having been released in 1943 and 1958 respectively. Corey Stoll, who starred in the series House Of Cards (2013 – Present), and will soon be on display with Ant-Man (2015), took it upon himself
to bring the character to life. The painter French post-impressionist is famous for portraying bohemian life French in his paintings and for various Art Nouveau illustrations. Among his most famous works are Moulin Rouge: La Goulue (1891) and La Goulue Entering the Moulin Rouge (1892). In 1998, the artist's life went on canvases at the hands of Roger
Planchon in the film Lautrec. He is also portrayed in the musical Moulin Rouge (2001). In Midnight in Paris, Vincent Menjou Cortes, by Séraphin (2011) and the short film Deep Inside (2011), is the one who plays him. The post-Impressionist painter is responsible for several prominent works of the movement, such as Manao Tupapau (1892) and Nafea Faa
Ipoipo (1892), which recently became the most expensive artwork ever sold in history, being sold for about $300 million. In 2003, Gauguin starred in the long-awaited film Towards Paradise. For Allen, Olivier Rabourdin of Relentless Search (2008) and Augustine (2012) was the right choice to experience the painter in his film. Kiss Me, Kate, a musical based
on Shakespeare's work, is based on composer Cole Porter. The American musician has also worked with other musicals such as Fifty Million and Anything Goes, e ficou conhecido pela sofisticação em letras como, Night and Day, I Get a Kick Out of You and I've Got You Under My Skin. Em 2004, o diretor Irwin Winkler levou a vida de Porter ao cinema na
biografia De-Lovely. Em Meia Noite em Paris, o músico foi interpretado pelo ator belga Yves Heck, que possui uma carreira curta no cinema. Una sensual estrela das artes cênicas Josephine Baker dá o ar de sua graça e de sua voz no longa de Allen. Entre seus trabalhos de destaque se encontram Moulin Rouge (1941) and Carosello del Varietà (1955).
Em Meia Noite em Paris, a escolhida para interpreta-la é Sonia Rolland, de Quai d'Orsay (2013) e do curta Windows (2014). A Terra Desolada, Os Homens Ocos, estes são alguns dos trabalhos do mundialmente conhecido poeta e dramaturgo T.S. Eliot, vencedor do Nobel de Literatura em 1948. Em 1994, Willem Dafoe viveu o escritor no longa Tom e Viv
que abordava seu turbulento casamento. Já no filme de Woody Allen, com uma rápida aparição, o papel ficou a cargo de David Lowe de O Homem da Máscara de Ferro (1998) and Porque eu me Casei (2007). For Duke Ellington's 1962 album, see Midnight in Paris (album). 2011 Woody Allen film Midnight in ParisThe postertheatrical releaseDirect by
Woody AllenProduct by Letty Aronson Stephen Tenenbaum Jaume Roures Written by Woody AllenStarring Kathy Bates Adrien Brody Carla Bruni Marion Cotillard Rachel McAdams Michael Sheen Owen Wilson CinematographyDarius KhondjiEdito daAlisa LepselterProduction Gravier Productions Mediapro Televisió de Catalunya (TV3) Versátil Cinema
Distributed bySony Pictures ClassicsSuperceict 11 May, 2011 (2011-05-11) (Cannes) May 13 , 2011 (2011-05-13) (Spain) May 20, 2011 (2011-05-20) (U.S.) Running time94 minutes[1]Country United States Spain LanguageEnglishBudget $17 million[2]Box office $154.1 million[2] Midnight in Paris is a 2011 fantasy film written and directed by Woody Allen.
Set in Paris, the film follows Gil Pender, a screenwriter, who is forced to deal with the shortcomings of his relationship with his materialist girlfriend and their divergent goals, which become increasingly exaggerated as he goes back in time every night at midnight. [3] The film explores themes of nostalgia and modernism. Produced by Spanish group Mediapro
and Allen's Gravier Productions, the film stars Owen Wilson, Rachel McAdams, Kathy Bates, Adrien Brody, Carla Bruni, Tom Hiddleston, Marion Cotillard and Michael Sheen. It premiered at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival and was released in the United States on May 20, 2011. [4] The film has been open to critical acclaim and is considered one of Allen's
best films in recent years. In 2012, she won the Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay and the Golden Globe Award for Best Screenplay. He has been appointed three other Academy Awards: Best Film, Best Director and Best Artistic Direction. [5] Plot In 2010, Gil Pender, a successful but disillusioned Hollywood screenwriter, and his girlfriend Inez,
are in Paris on vacation with Inez's wealthy Republican parents. Gil is struggling to finish his debut novel, focusing on a man who works in a nostalgia store. Inez dismisses his ambition as a delirious dreamer, and encourages him to stay with a lucrative script. Gil is considering moving to Paris (which he notices, much to his fiancée's chagrin, is at his best in
the rain). Inez plans to live in Malibu. By chance, they are joined by Inez's friend Paul, who is described as both pedantic and pseudo-intellectual, and his wife Carol. Paul speaks with great authority but questionable accuracy about the highlights of Paris to the point of contradicting even a tour guide at the Musée Rodin and insisting that his knowledge of
Rodin's reports is more accurate than that of his guide. Inez loves it; Gil finds it annoying. A night of wine tasting gets Gil drunk and he decides to walk the streets of Paris to return to the hotel; Inez leaves with Paul and Carol in a taxi. He stops to orient himself. At midnight, a 1920s car stands next to him and passengers, dressed in the 1920s wardrobe, urge
him to join them. They attended a party for Jean Cocteau attended by prominent figures from 1920s Paris: Cole Porter and his wife Linda Lee Porter, Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald. Zelda is bored at the party and encourages Scott and Gil to leave with her. They head first to Bricktops where they see Josephine Baker dancing, and then to a bar, where they come
across Ernest Hemingway and Juan Belmonte. Zelda gets angry when Hemingway says his novel was weak, and heads with Belmonte to St. Germain, followed shortly afterwards by Scott, who dis likes the thought of his wife and toreador. After discussing writing, Hemingway offers to show Gil's novel to Gertrude Stein. As Gil leaves the building to pick up his
manuscript from his hotel, he discovers that he is back in 2010; the bar where the 1920s drank literas is now a laundromat. The next night, Gil wants to share his time travel experience with Inez. Abandon Gil before the clock hits midnight. In a short time, the same car returns; Gil joins Hemingway as he comes to visit a friend. Gil is introduced to Gertrude
Stein and other friends in her apartment: Pablo Picasso and his mistress Adriana. Adriana and Gil are immediately attracted to each other. Stein reads aloud the first line of the novel:[6] 'Out of the Past' was the name of the store, and its products consisted of what was prosaic and even vulgar for a generation had been transformed from the simple passing of
the years to a status at the same time magical and even camped. Adriana says that she is hooked by these few lines and has always had a desire to past, especially the Belle Époque. Gil continues with his journey through time for the next two nights. Inez is not impressed with the driveles and bistros and Gil is disappearing. His father is suspicious and hires
a private detective to follow him. Adriana has her time with Picasso and Hemingway, and finally Gil, although she conflicts with her attraction to her. Gil explains his conflict with Salvador Dalí, Man Ray and Luis Buñuel, but being surrealist they see nothing strange about his claim to come from the future, finding it perfectly normal. Everyone discusses the
impossibility of Gil's relationship with Adriana, and as artists, what work of art from each one could come from romanticism. Gil later suggests the plot of the film The Exterminating Angel to Buñuel, which he does not understand. Inez and his parents travel to Mont Saint Michel while Gil meets Gabrielle, an antiquarian and admirer of the Lost Generation. She
buys a gramophone record of Cole Porter from her, and later finds Adriana's 1920s diary in a Seine book stall, which reveals that she was in love with him. Reading that he dreamed of receiving an earring gift from him and then making love to him, Gil attempted to steal a pair of Inez earrings to give to Adriana, but was hampered by Inez's first return to the
hotel room. Gil buys earrings for Adriana. Going back to the past, he finds her at a party and tells her: I feel like there are complicated feelings you have for me. He takes her for a walk, they kiss, and he gives her earrings. As he puts them up, a horse-drawn carriage takes to the street, and a richly dressed couple inside the carriage invites Gil and Adriana for
a ride. The carriage transports passengers to the Belle Époque, an era adriana considers the golden age of Paris. Gil and Adriana go first to Maxim's Paris, then to the Moulin Rouge where they meet Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Paul Gauguin and Edgar Degas. Gil asks what was the best era, and the three determine that the greatest era was the
Renaissance. The excited Adriana is offered a ballet costume design job and proposes to Gil to stay, but Gil, observing that different people want different golden ages, has an epiphany and realizes that despite the charm of nostalgia, every moment can eventually become a boring present, so it's best to embrace your real present. Adriana, however, decides
to stay in 1890, and leaves. Gil rewrites the first two chapters of his novel and retrieves his draft from Stein, who praises his progress as a writer and tells him that Hemingway likes it, but wonders why the main character did not realize that his girlfriend (based on Inez) is having an affair with a pedantic character (based on Paul). Gil returns to 2010 and
challenges She admits to sleeping with Paul, but as a senseless adventure. Gil breaks up with her and decides to move to Paris. Amid Inez's pique, Gil leaves quietly, after which Inez's father tells her and her mother that he followed Gil, even though the detective has mysteriously disappeared. It is revealed that the detective was in Louis XIV's Versailles, and
was last seen fleeing the palace guards amid threats from Off with his head! Walking near the Seine at midnight, Gil meets Gabrielle and, after it starts raining, offers to walk to her house and learn that they share the love of Paris in the rain. Main cast Owen Wilson as Gil Pender Rachel McAdams as Inez Marion Cotillard as Adriana Tom Hiddleston as F.
Scott Fitzgerald Alison Pill as Zelda Fitzgerald Corey Stoll as Ernest Hemingway Adrien Brody as Salvador Dalí Kathy Bates as Gertrude Stein Michael Sheen as Paul Bates Nina Arianda as Carol Bates Carla Bruni as the museum's guide Kurt Fuller as John , Inez's father Mimi Kennedy as Helen, Inez's mother Léa Seydoux as Gabrielle Supporting Cast
Yves Heck as Cole Porter Sonia Rolland as Josephine Baker Daniel Lundh as Juan Belmonte Thérèse Bourou-Rubinsztein as Alice B. Toklas Marcial Di Fonzo Bo : Pablo Picasso Emmanuelle Uzan as Djuna Barnes Tom Cordier as Man Ray Adrien de Van as Luis Buñuel Serge Bagdassarian as Detective Duluc Gad Elmaleh as Tisserant Detective David
Lowe as T. S. Eliot Yves-Antoine Spoto as Henri Matisse Laurent Claret as Leo Stein Vincent Menjou Cortes as Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Olivier Rabourdin as Paul Gauguin François Rostain as Edgar Degas Karine Vanasse in Belle Époque woman Michel Vuillermoz's name when King at Versailles Catherine Benguigui is the landlady of Maxim Audrey
Fleurot in the name of partygoer Guillaume Gouix as Partygoer Owen is a natural actor. He doesn't look like he's acting, he looks like a human being talking in a situation, and that's very attractive to me. He has a wonderful and funny bone, a wonderful comic instinct that is very different from mine, but wonderful in its kind. He's a Texan blond like the hero of
Everyman, the kind of regimental hero in old war images, with a great talent for being funny. It's a rare combination and I thought it would be great. —Woody Allen, in the film's production notes[7] This is the second time McAdams and Wilson have co-starred in pairs; they did it before in the Wedding Crashers in 2005. In comparing the two roles, McAdams
describes Midnight in Paris as much more antagonistic than in Wedding Crashers. Allen has had high praise for his performance and that of co-star Marion Cotillard. [9] Cotillard was chosen as Wilson's other love interest, the charismatic Adriana. Carla Bruni, singer-songwriter and wife of former French Nicolas Sarkozy, was recruited by Allen for a role as a
museum guide. [10] There was false news that Allen re-filmed Bruni's scenes with Léa Léa but Seydoux dismissed these rumors, revealing that he had a completely separate role in the film. Allen also broke down the relationships that a scene with Bruni required more than 30 shootings: I'm horrified. I read these things and couldn't believe my eyes... These
are not exaggerations, but inventions from scratch. There is absolutely no truth. He went on to describe Bruni as very professional and insisted that he was satisfied with his scenes, stating that each frame will appear in the film. [12] Production Writing Allen employed a reverse approach to writing the screenplay for this film, building the film's plot around a
conceived film title, Midnight in Paris. [14] The time travel parts of Allen's plot are evocative of 1920s Paris described in Ernest Hemingway's 1964 posthumous memoir A Moveable Feast, with Allen's characters interacting with the likes of Hemingway, Gertrude Stein and F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, and uses the phrase a mobile feast in two cases , with a
copy of the book appearing in a scene. Allen originally wrote the character gil as an East Coast intellectual, but reconsidered it when he and director Juliet Taylor began considering Owen Wilson for the role. [7] I thought Owen would be charming and funny, but my fear was that he wasn't that oriental in his person at all, allen says. Allen realized that making
Gil a Californian would make the character richer, so he rewrobed the part and signed it to Wilson, who readily agreed to do so. Allen describes him as a natural actor. [7] The organization has some plot points in common with the 1990s British sitcom Goodnight Sweetheart. Filming of the main photograph began in Paris in July 2010. Allen says the
fundamental aesthetic for the camera's work was to give the film a warm environment. He describes that he likes (cinematography), intensely red, intensely hot, because if you go to a restaurant and you're there with your wife or girlfriend, and it has red-spot wallpaper and century-to-day lights, you're both beautiful. While if you're in a seafood restaurant and
the lights are on, everyone looks terrible. So it looks nice. It is very flattering and very beautiful. [14] To achieve this goal he and his cinematographer, Darius Khondji, mainly used warm colors in the film's photography, filmed with flatter time, and employed limited camera movements, in an attempt to draw little attention to himself. This is Woody Allen's first
film to cross a digital intermediate, instead of being color in the traditional photochemical way. According to Allen, its use here is a test to see if the enough to use in his future films. Allen's style of directing has placed more emphasis on the romantic and realistic elements of the film than on fantasy elements. He claims that he was only interested in this this
tale, and all that contributed to it that was fairytale was right for me. I didn't want to go in. I just wanted to get into what's bored with his (Owen Wilson) relationship with Marion. [14] Locations The film opens with a 3 1⁄2 minute postcard montage of Paris, showing some of the iconic tourist sites. Kenneth Turan of the Los Angeles Times describes editing as a
stylistic approach that lasts longer than necessary to simply establish the location. According to Turan, Allen is saying: Be careful - this is a special place, a place where magic can happen. Midnight in Paris is Woody Allen's first film shot entirely in Paris, although both Love and Death (1975)[18] and Everyone Says I Love You (1996)[19][unreliable source]
were partially filmed there. Filming locations include Giverny, John XXIII Square (near Notre Dame), Montmartre, Deyrolle, the Palace of Versailles, the Opéra, Pont Alexandre III, the Sacred Heart, the Île de la Cité itself, and the streets near the Panthéon. [10] Marketing The Sony Classics team decided to take a lemon and make lemonade. They obtained a
list of journalists who were invited to the Cars 2 junket and sent them press notes from Midnight in Paris, encouraging them to ask Wilson questions about Allen's film on Pixar media day. Wilson happily responded, answering questions about his character in Paris that provided material for a series of stories. Sony Classics also got Wilson's television
appearance program to promote Cars 2 on shows such as Late Show with David Letterman, then bought advertising time for Paris commercials on nights wilson was a guest. [20] - Patrick Goldstein, Los Angeles Times The film is co-produced by Allen's Gravier Productions and Catalan company Mediapro[21] and was collected by Sony Pictures Classics for
distribution. It is the fourth film the two companies have co-produced, the others are Sweet and Lowdown, Whatever Works and You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger. In promoting the film, Allen was willing to do only a limited amount of publicity upon his debut at the Cannes Film Festival in May. Wilson was already busy promoting Pixar's Cars 2, which opened
in late June, several weeks after Allen's film arrived in theaters. Due to these challenges and the relatively small budget ($10 million) for the promotion, Sony Classics had to make a careful purchase of media and press relations to promote the film. The poster for the film is a reference to Vincent van Gogh ' s 1889 painting The Starry Night. [22] He released
Owen Wilson and Woody Allen promoting the film at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival. Box office The film made its debut at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival on Wednesday, May 11, when it opened on as a first screening for both professionals and the public; [23] was released nationally in France on the same day, Wednesday is the traditional day of in French
cinemas. [24] It went on a limited release in six theaters in the United States on May 20 and took $599,003 in its first weekend, spreading to 944 theaters three weeks later, when it went on a big release. [2] Midnight in Paris reached the highest gross of all Allen films in North America, before adjusting for inflation. The film earned $56.3 million in North
America, surpassing its previous best, Hannah and Her Sisters, at $40 million. Documents from the Sony Pictures hack revealed that the film turned a profit of $24 million. As of 2016, Midnight in Paris is woody allen's most pissed-off film, with $151 million worldwide with a budget of $17 million. [2] Midnight's critical reception in Paris received critical acclaim.
On Rotten Tomatoes, the film has an approval rating of 93%, based on 224 reviews, with an average rating of 7.81/10. The site's critical consensus reads: It may not boast the depth of its classic movies, but Paris' sweetly sentimental midnight is fun and charming enough to satisfy Woody Allen fans. The film received Allen's best reviews and score on the site
from Bullets Over Broadway in 1994. On Metacritic, the film has a score of 81 out of 100, based on 40 reviews, which indicates universal acclaim. The film received some generally positive reviews after its premiere at the 64th Cannes Film Festival. Todd McCarthy of The Hollywood Reporter praised Darius Khondji's cinematography and said the film has the
conciseness and snappy pace of Allen's best work. [30] A. O. Scott of the New York Times commented on Owen Wilson's success in playing the woody allen character. He claims that the film is wonderfully romantic and fuses capricious and wisdom in a believable way. He praised the cinematography of Khondji, the supporting cast, and noted that it was a
memorable film and that Mr. Khondji, the supporting cast, was a memorable film. Allen has often said that he does not want or expects his work to survive, but modest and carefree like Midnight in Paris, suggests the opposite: Not an ambition towards immortality as much as the desire to leave something behind - a bit of memorabilia, or art, if you like that
word better - that captures attention and urges the admiration of lone vagabonds in some future time. Roger Ebert gave the film 3 1⁄2 stars out of 4. He concluded his review like this:[32] This is Woody Allen's 41st film. He writes his films himself and directs them with wit and grace. I consider it a treasure trove of cinema. Some people will take it for granted,
although Midnight in Paris would have enchanted even veterans tired of cannes press screenings. There's nothing we don't like. Either you connect or you don't. I 'm of movies that are for everyone -- which means, none in particular. Midnight in Paris is for me, in particular, and that's fine with moi. Richard Roeper, an American, American film critic, Midnight in
Paris an A; referring to it as a wonderful film and one of the best romantic comedies of recent years. He commented that the actors are uniformly brilliant and praised the film's use of witty jokes. [33] In the Huffington Post, Rob Kirkpatrick said the film represented a return to form for the director (it's as if Woody had rediscovered Woody) and called Midnight in
Paris a surprising film that casts a spell on us and reminds us of the magical properties of cinema, and in particular Woody Allen's cinema. Midnight in Paris has been compared to Allen's The Purple Rose of Cairo (1985), as the functioning of magical realism in it is never explained. David Edelstein, New York, praised this approach, saying it eliminates sci-
metric wheels and pulleys that tend to suck so much screen time in time travel movies. He continues to applaud the film by stating that this supernatural comedy is not just Allen's best film in more than a decade; he is the only one who manages to rise above his neat parabola structure and be easy, graceful and looking funny, as if he were sustained by the
enchantment of his confused hero. PopCitizen's Peter Johnson felt that the film's nature as a period piece was far superior to its comedies, which he deposed. While the period settings of Midnight in Paris are almost worth seeing the movie... hardly qualifies as a moral compass for those lost in a nostalgic revelry, he says. Joe Morgenstern of the Wall Street
Journal acknowledged the film's cast and appearance and, despite some familiarity with the film's conflict, praised Allen's work on the film. He wrote: For the director who created these intertwined universes, the film represents a new energy in an extraordinary career. Peter Bradshaw of The Guardian, giving the film 3 out of 5 stars, described it as an amiable
fun-bouche and sporadically funny, light, superficial, self-plagiarism. He then adds that it is a romantic fantasy adventure to compare with the far superior ideas of his comparative youth, such as the 1985 film The Purple Rose of Cairo. In October 2013, the film was voted by Guardian readers as the third best film directed by Woody Allen. More scaly is Time's
Richard Corliss, who describes the film as pure Woody Allen. Which is not to say great or even good Woody, but a distillation of the director's passions and crotchets, and his tendency to make a draconian judgment of the characters that the audience should not like. ... his Midnight strikes not sublime chimes, but the clangor of snappy judgments and frayed
fantasy. Quentin named Midnight in Paris as his favorite film of 2011. The film was well received in France. Allocine (Hello Cinema) gave it 4.2 out of 5 stars based on a sample of twenty winds Ten of the reviews gave him five full stars, including Le Figaro, who praised the film's evocation of his themes and said he leaves the screening with a smile on his lips.
[42] Faulkner's estate William Faulkner's estate later filed a lawsuit against Sony Pictures Classics for the game of the film: The Past Is Not Dead. In fact, it's not even past, a paraphrase of a phrase often quoted from Faulkner's 1950 book Requiem for a Nun. It didn't even pass.), claiming that paraphrase was an unlicensed use of the estate. Faulkner is
directly credited in the dialogue when Gil claims to have met the writer at a dinner party (although Faulkner is never physically portrayed in the film). Julie Ahrens of the Fair Use Project at Stanford University's Center for Internet and Society said in response to the indictment, The idea that a person can control the use of those particular words seems
ridiculous to me. Any kind of literary allusion is normally celebrated. This seems to fall into that tradition. Sony's response stated that it considered the action to be a frivolous cause. In July 2013, a federal judge in Mississippi dismissed the lawsuit on fair use grounds. [44] Accolades List of awards and nominations Category Winners 84th Academy Awards[45]
[46] Best Film Letty Aronson, Stephen Tenenbaum nominated best director Woody Allen nominated best original screenplay Woody Allen won best art direction Anne Seibel, Hélène Dubreuil named Alliance of Women Film Journalists Best Director Named Best Director Woody Allen Nominated for Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen Won Best All-Time
Cast named Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts[47] Best Film – International Best Direction – International Woody Allen Nominated for Best Screenplay - International Woody Allen nominated 65th British Academy Film Awards[48][49] BAFTA Award for Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen Nominated Bradbury Award[50] Bradbury Award
Woody Allen British Fantasy Award for Best Screenplay Woody Allen won the Award for Best Original Screenplay of the Broadcast Film Critics Association Awards For Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen won the Award for Best Comedy Chicago Film Critics Association Award nomination for Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen Nominated in 2012
Comedy Awards Comedy Film Nomination Comedian Owen Wilson Nominated for Comedy Director Woody Allen Nominated for Woody Allen Comedy Screenplay Named Guild of America Director Best Director in Feature Film Woody Allen Nominated 69th Golden Globe Awards For Best Film - Musical or Comedy Nominated Director Woody Allen
Nominated for Best Actor - Film Musical or Comedy Owen Wilson Nominated for Best Screenplay Woody Allen Won the Goya Awards for Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen Allen Grammy Awards[52] Best Visual Media Soundtrack Won the Houston Film Critics Society Award for Best Director Woody Allen Nominated for Best Screenplay Woody Allen
Nominated for Independent Spirit Award for Best Supporting Actor Corey Stoll Nominated for Best Cinematography Darius Khondji National Society of Film Critics Best Screenplay Woody Allen Nominated New York Film Critics Online Best Film Nomination Online Film Critics Society Best Original Screenplay Woody Allen Won the Producers Guild of America
Awards Best Stage Film Letty Aronson, Stephen Tenenbaum nominated best director Woody Allen Best Supporting Actress Rachel McAdams Nominated Screen Actors Guild Awards Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture Nominated Washington D.C. Area Film Critics Association Best Director Woody Allen Nominated Best Original
Screenplay Woody Allen Won Writers Guild of America Awards Original Screenplay Woody Allen Won 11th Great Prêmio Brasileiro de Cinema Best Foreign Film Woody Allen Won Home Media The soundtrack was released on December 9, 2011, and released on Blu-ray and DVD on December 20, 2011. [53] References ^ Midnight in Paris (12th). British
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